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Tools we use at Startup 
Experience

MyCourses
Telegram
Jamboard
Zoom
Your teamwork tools?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jamboard – smart whiteboard – we use this today, link will be found at chatWe have guest lecturers, so there might be some additions to this listYour team can select, which tool/tools you want to use. However, be sure that all members of your team have access to the tool and is comfortable for that. Good to check, when selecting new application: can you find privacy policy – if yes, check you understand the main points of it (e.g. how they are going to use the data)Aalto offers access to Zoom and Teams.



Multidimensional Learning Experience
Three (3) simultaneous tracks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teams’ Values and GuidelinesTeam agreement, dl for final agreement is next TuesdayTeam member promiseYou have selected the first COOTomorrow you need to submit your team’s immersion canvasNow we assume you have already prepared the canvas and discussed about your potential business idea. Next Teddy will send you to breakout rooms and you verbalise your business idea to Jamboard. You will work with this same whiteboard during this class, and this Jamboard also gives you a possibility to see what other teams have generated. 



User Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teams’ Values and GuidelinesTeam agreement, dl for final agreement is next TuesdayTeam member promiseYou have selected the first COOTomorrow you need to submit your team’s immersion canvasNow we assume you have already prepared the canvas and discussed about your potential business idea. Next Teddy will send you to breakout rooms and you verbalise your business idea to Jamboard. You will work with this same whiteboard during this class, and this Jamboard also gives you a possibility to see what other teams have generated.  



Business Idea:
Please, write down to Jamboard your team’s

business idea

5-10 min

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Present how you can navigate between slidesWas this easy or challenging – to write down the business idea? COO of the team can put answer to chat.



User Research
1. Why? 
2. What? 
3. How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you please send answers, why you think it is good idea to do user research at this stage? Next Lidia will present few examples, which clarifies the importance of user research



10%
35-
40%

Windows 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Failure in interface designWhat you can see here - Technologically well developed products, but commercially disasters.Products in which producers putted a lot of resources and technologies. But they didn’t succeed on the market.Who knows why Windows 8 failed?too futuristic start interface that scared many people. So the idea is that Microsoft definitely didn’t test the interface on users before launch it. But with Windows 10 they corrected this mistakeMicrosoft’s Zune was a portable media player that was first launched in 2006. Bad timing, lack of innovation, and insufficient marketing were the main factors for why it failed. The Zune came much too late, as the iPod had already become a market leader. And Zune didn’t propose distinguishing features from Ipod.Nissan Murano CrossCabriolet – Nissan management thought that design of the car is very nice. But no one needs it. Customers call it a weird car, big, heavy, but with less cargo space – with no clear functionality, neither beautiful design. failed productshttp://time.com/4704250/most-successful-technology-tech-failures-gadgets-flops-bombs-fails/Microsoft Zune – портативный медиа плеер (как ipod), был выпущен в 2006 г. В 2011 году прекращены продажи (в 2001 году был выпущен Ipod, который к моменту выпуска Zune уже покорил рынок). Помимо того, что продукт был выпущен слишком поздно, он не предлагал потребителям ничего нового по сравнению с Ipod. Рекламная компания продукта была направлена на очень нишевую категорию потребителей – тех, кто хочет отличаться от основной массы, мейнстрима. (а что нужно было сделать: поговорить  с пользователями ipod, изучить их замечания к продукту, создать продукт, который бы был бы на порядок лучше ipod по потребительским характеристикам. А также при маркетинговой компании очень четко определить, кто же целевой сегмент пользователей, какие у них потребности и адресовать маркетинговую компанию для решения этих потребностей.Кейс Murano CrossCabriolet (2011) - сейчас изучается как пример того, как большая корпорация может израсходовать огромные средства.  Стоимость машины на момент выпуска была 48000 долларов, что было сопоставимо со стоимостью на тот момент нового мерседеса, ауди или бмв. То есть покупателям предлагали сделать выбор между вот таким дизайном машины и новой бмв. Sport Utility Vehicle — «спортивно-утилитарный автомобиль» - маленький джипчик. Во-первых, двухдверный джипчик – это не то, что нужно потребителям (до Ниссан другие компании пытались ввести похожий продукт на рынок – но людям он просто был не нцжен), во-вторых, слишком высокая цена, в третих – страшный дизайн автомобиля. По отзывам в интернете его называют либо чашкой, либо китом.  Что нужно было сделать – проанализизировать в фокусах интервью запросы, потребности потребителей, и предложить продукт именно для них. Машина не удобная, дорогая, не практичная В 2011 г. компания HP выпустила планшет, а через 2 месяца объявила о закрытии производства. Как и в случае с Microsoft Zune, компания недооценила позиции Apple на рынке и решила предложить продукт, который не был лучше продукции apple. Ошибки компании – HР вместо Android, программное обеспечение, которое было уже признано потребителями, установило WebOS, а при этом дизайн продукта (размер экрана) и стоимость практически скопировало с apple.  Итоге получился продукт, внешне похожий на IPAD, c WebOS, что путало потребителей. Ошибка была в том, что компания не смогла определить точно, кто же ее сегмент потребителей и как сделать свое предложение уникальным для этого сегмента.The Fire Phone is a 3D-enabled smartphone developed by Amazon.com в 2014 г. Технологические достижения тел. - «Динамическая перспектива»: используя четыре фронтальные камеры и гироскоп для отслеживания движений пользователя, ОС так настраивает пользовательский интерфейс, что это дает впечатление глубины и 3D. Также телефон имел  - X-Ray (функция получения разной информации без подключения к интернету (например информация об актере в фильме, словари, какие то еще базы данных, информация из википедии или содержание книг, и все это без подключения к интернету). В 2015 году продукт был снят с рынка так как был слишком дорог, отсутствовал bluetough, были проблемы в программном обеспечении. Zune Microsoft - http://www.businessinsider.com/robbie-bach-explains-why-the-zune-flopped-2012-5?r=US&IR=T&IR=TFirst released in November 2006, the Zune was Microsoft’s “me too” answer to the iPod. While it had some nifty product features that the iPod lacked (like sharing music from player to player), the Zune, despite an expensive marketing effort by Microsoft, never really caught on.At its best, it was able to crack into low double-digit market share while the dominant iPod took around 65%. More ominously, in a filing with the SEC in January, Microsoft disclosed that it had seen Zune revenues decline 54% in the preceding quarter. (At the same time, iPod revenues increased by 3%.) Of all MP3 players listed on Amazon.com currently, the first Zune model comes in at 36 behind an army of iPods and a few Sansoms.Why did it fail? On a design level, the Zune lacked style and the simplicity of Apple’s interface. The Zune seemed clunky in comparison. Perhaps more importantly, though, the Zune could not be used with Apple’s iTunes program, an even more dominant product in its market than the iPod. By integrating the music experience (from cradle to grave, so to speak), Apple created strong disincentives to any competitor that just could not be overcome.https://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/worst-product-failures-flops.html/?a=viewallhttps://www.caranddriver.com/news/nissan-murano-crosscabriolet-2011-2014-a-look-back-at-doors-lost-and-customers-perplexedhttps://jalopnik.com/i-spent-a-day-with-the-nissan-murano-crosscabriolet-1721990596https://medium.com/@shiriendamra/why-the-zune-failed-132784522ff0http://www.eweek.com/mobile/10-reasons-why-hp-failed-in-the-mobile-business



10%
35-
40%

Nokia 3650

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Failure in design2003https://medium.com/multiplier-magazine/why-did-nokia-fail-81110d981787A very distinctive feature of the Nokia 3650/3600 was its unique retro circular keypad. Many owners would have preferred a Series 60 device with a conventional keypad, however some stated that the rotary style keypad made text messaging easier and faster.A weird design, featuring a circular keyboard this phone however supported an advanced software system making it a decent phone for its time.Nokia 3650 is aimed to young people, as youth market is rapidly developed today. So, concept of design was selected considering wishes of a new target group. The phone is made in bright colors; besides, interchangeable covers are available. Now three standard colors are available: Dark Blue, Grey and Yellow; extra covers are made in Blue, Fuchsia and Purple.Dimensions and weight of the new smartphone are lager compared to size of modern phones of the new generation, but you could easily put it in the pocket of jeans.The company decided to improve the design of the phone and applied retro-design of keypad layout. Alphanumerical keys are placed circling, as it was on the old phones. Pay attention that all figures are placed in order from left to right (anticlockwise). It’s logical, but it would be more convenient to dial a number if they were vice a versa, as it was in old phones. So, we consider that the keypad is not handy.



10%
35-
40%

Juicero

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Related to empty promise from yesterdayFailure in priceThe company, which offered pre-sold packets of diced fruits and vegetables that users plugged into its $400 machinesJuicero, a Silicon Valley juicer startup that raised $120m from investors and was widely ridiculed after the $400 machines were revealed to be the equivalent of two hands squeezing a juice box, is shutting down.Solution for no problemMachine can do the same as human with both handshttps://www.manufacturinghub.io/product-design/why-this-hardware-startup-failed-after-raising-100-million-in-funding/Founded in 2013, Juicero positioned itself as “the world’s first at-home cold-press juicer.” It’s business hinged upon a hardware-plus-subscription revenue model, which made it particularly attractive to the investor community. The idea was that customers would make a one-time investment in their juicer, and then pay for an ongoing subscription, through which they would receive the pre-packaged pouches of fruits and vegetables. This kind of model is enticing because it promises recurring revenue – something that’s less common for hardware-based businesses. Needless to say, Silicon Valley was quick to jump on board. Established investors like Google Ventures, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, and Thrive Capital all participated in Juicero’s $70 million Series B funding in early 2016.Doug Evans, bragged about the three to four tons of pressure that the Juicero devices could produce to open the sealed juice packages. He claimed that the force was “enough to lift two Tesla’s.” The machines were originally priced at $699, a price point intended to reflect the impressive R&D that was required to develop and produce the design. However, it’s important to note that Juicero’s pricing problems were rooted in their prototype development process. They were forced to enter the market at such a high price point because the juicing device was complicated and expensive to build. With roughly 400 custom parts, the design proved extremely difficult to manufacture, assemble, and sell in a scaled capacity. Had Juicero invested in customer research, whether through interviews, pilot testing, or live prototyping, they might have gained a better understanding of their end customer and been able to course-correct. Had Juicero created a product design that was actually cost-effective and scalable, they may have been able to enter the market at a more reasonable price point. It’s important to always bear in mind the problem that you’re trying to solve for your customer, instead of getting wrapped up in your own vision. Otherwise, the juice may not be worth the squeeze in the end.



*https://apptimize.com/blog/2016/02/80-20-onboarding/

“71% of the 
average app’s 
users drop off 

after just 1 day!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or thatThe challenge is not only to make user use your product for the first time. But also to secure user’s retention



User Research

• Is your business idea 
viable?

Go ahead!

Rethink!

Drop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why to do user research? Validate you business ideaLidia presented already, why this is important.One main idea is to test, is your business idea viable. Confirmation, is the idea worth of elaborating?Can you find users and potential customers (who are willing to pay)? Is there a market? Does your idea solve a real problem?I suppose your startup wants to solve some challenges users have, and this is perfect time to ensure, do user see this challenge in a similar way than you.  Talk to the potential users as soon as possible, from the beginning. What they want? Can you find users, and especially people who are willing to pay for your product/ services?  Ensure there is a market to your business idea. Is there a point to spend time and other resources to develop this business idea further. Or should your team drop or rethink the idea? There are maybe many reasons why entrepreneurs do not do any user research before launcing their ventures. It is assumed that one reason is underestimating the amount of competition and other is overestimating personal chances for success. Also, many assumes that user research is costly and takes a lot of time. However, there are multiple methods to conduct user research.Please recognise that you should find a potential user.If your close relative is not potential user of your service/ product, do not interview him/ herIs there competition – that’s a good sign! There must be some market



Learn

Launch

Learn Learn

Launch

a) 

b) 

• Learn sooner
• Save time & 

resourses
• Reduce risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you find potential customers (who are willing to pay)? Is there a market? Does your idea solve a real problem?More change to success Reduce risk of failure



User Research

THINK!
1. Who is user?
2. What problem you think

you are solving?
3. How does your product/ 

service solve this 
problem?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FeasibilityViability Desirability



1. Who is a user? 

15 min

Please, list to the Jamboard:

1. Who is a user / are the users?
2. Where / how you reach users? 

• Be as spesific as possible
• Jamboard link: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is your customer? If you say “everyone,” you are already setting yourself up for a tough time. Be sure to get specific. For example, if your customer is businesses, answer: What kind of businesses? How big or small is the typical business? In a particular market? What is the title of the buyer? I give you an example. My company is doing privacy services to B2B sector –>  data protection officers are the users.B2B vs. B2CUser vs. CustomerEtc.Customer and User. What is the difference? A “customer” is essentially the purchaser. They are the one giving us money. A “user” is the person actually using the service or product we're designing.Examples:Today in the morning I was at gym with my daughter. So my daugter was the user, and I was paying that service.Often the user and customer is different, when we think about young consumers or elderly / old people.



BREAK



User Research

THINK!
1. Who is user?
2. What problem you think

you are solving?
3. How does your product/ 

service solve this 
problem?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FeasibilityViability Desirability



2. What problem(s) are 
you solving?

• During user reseach you can
validate if the users see this also
as a problem(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What problems are you solving? So many entrepreneurs think about the product first — they fret about the features, launch the product, and then wonder why their product has trouble getting traction. My suggestion is to start with the problem first. What this means is being explicit about the problems your product solves. By writing down these problems, you can validate whether customers also see them as problems. And more importantly, whether customers think they are problems worth solving.Please recocgnise, you need to search and validate your users problem - do not decide on behalf of your user what actually is the problem.Users behaviourTake this into account, when you are e.g. interviewing users. Example: Oura ring User is interested in health and wellbeing (not about technology or the ring)– and they feel they want to have an easy to use instrument to help them to feel better. Example: I have been entrepreneur last 12 years years, and still my Mom does not understand what my company is doing – this does not matter, because she is not a potential user of the services



3. How does your 
product/ service solve the 
problem(s)?
What is your value proposition? 

For example, how
you can make users…
• live better?
• live easier?
• to look better? 
• to feel better (e.g. pain 

reliever)? 
• to feel safer
• to save time? 
• to save/ make money
• Etc… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does your product solve those problems? Only after writing down the problem do you move to the product. From here you tie the value of your product directly back to customer problems. How does solving their problems make their life better? Does it make them more money? Look better?What are the key features of the product? The features need to be more than cool — they need to solve specific problems. The more quantitative (e.g. time saved, money made), the better. I encourage you to think Minimum Viable Product and limit the feature set as much as possible (you need to provide just enough value for some customers to buy).Think: Liking the idea is not same as buying your service/ product



Users’ research. Levels of insights gathering

1. What people say

2. What people do

3. What people dream

Interviews

Observations, cultural probs, 
ethnographic research

Posts, comments, social 
media, visuals...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aim is to dive deep into context of the problem to reach all the levels of user understandingOften the problem that we see on the surface is the consequence of different root cause problem that we have to findThat is why different types of research tools could be used. For example, shadow observations allow us to understand the context of the situationWe will not talk here about how to take interviews because we will give students interview guidance at first day when we will give the case and assignment to interview people1. Structured interview: The interviewer poses questions that have been created for the interview and follows them to the end.2. Thematic interview: The interview advances according to specific themes. The discussion can flow more freely.3. Master-apprentice: Combines observation and interview in studying the activities of the user in context.4. Guided storytelling: The interviewer asks the participant to walk through a service, product use or a future scenario.Cultural probes use a collection of tools, artifacts and tasks intended to provoke the user to look and think about their environment in new ways. Responses from these probes initiate a dialogue between the designer and group. With minimal intrusion, researchers can glean insights into participants’ environments that can help to identify problem statements, uncover new opportunities, and inspire the designer with new ideas and novel solutions.Ethnography can be seen as a broad research approach or even a research style, rather than one specific methodology. It covers a variety of different qualitative methods, such as participatory observation, semi-structured interviews, and video diaries that can be combined as needed to bring answers and insights to the surface.Ethnography aims to get under the skin of human behavior, to better understand the world and the specifics of the cultures we live in.Semi-structured interviews, observations, video diaries.Ethnography aims to get under better understand the world and the specifics of the cultures we live in.Co-designing with stakeholdersBuilds on user-centered design but a stronger emphasis on empathic understanding of other people’s experiences.Seeks users’ and other stakeholders’ creative contribution to design.Aims at information and inspiration for early concept design.Utilizes direct and indirect user involvement through dialogical and narrative approaches.Methods might include- Association techniques (pictures or words)- Construction techniques (producing image collages or stories)- Ideation techniques (brainstorming)- Bodystorming and drama techniques- Prototyping activities (constructing environments or objects)WHAT PEOPLE SAY – explicit knowledgeWHAT PEOPLE DO – tacit knowledgeWHAT PEOPLE DREAM – latent knowledge



User Reseach in Action
How you can conduct the user research?

List alternatives to Jamboard

20 min

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InterviewsIndividual interviews or Group interviewsSmall surveyObservationBefore that you can e.g. do some observation in FB, or if the users are B2B-sector – LinkedinFollow discussions-



User Reseach Process, example

Define a goal
Define, where
and how you

can reach users

Define, how 
you will conduct

user research

Draft interview/ 
other material

needed
Conduct 
research

Analyse the 
material – we do 

this 29.9.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal of what?



Team Assignment: 
• User Reseach, DL 25.9.2020
• At least 5 interactions with potential

users
• Deliverable (inc. short description of the 

process and decisions your team made 
+raw material + initial findings)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fri



See you next Tuesday!
You need to prepare to next class – see prereadings and instructions for 
preparations at MyCourses







Welcome to the Journey
of entrepreneurship learning and 
self-exploration
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